Abstract. We extend the theory of hyperbolicity of links in the 3-sphere to tg-hyperbolicity of virtual links, using the fact that the theory of virtual links can be translated into the theory of links living in closed orientable thickened surfaces. When the boundary surfaces are taken to be totally geodesic, we obtain a tg-hyperbolic structure with a unique associated volume. We prove that all virtual alternating links are tg-hyperbolic. We further extend tg-hyperbolicity to several classes of non-alternating virtual links. We then consider bounds on volumes of virtual links and include a table for volumes of the 116 nontrivial virtual knots of four or fewer crossings, all of which, with the exception of the trefoil knot, turn out to be tg-hyperbolic.
Introduction
In 1978, Thurston [20] proved the remarkable result that knots in S 3 fall into three categories: torus knots, satellite knots and hyperbolic knots. Hyperbolic knots are knots such that their complement S 3 \ L admits a complete hyperbolic metric of constant curvature −1. The Mostow-Prasad Rigidity Theorem then implies that to each such hyperbolic knot, one can associate a unique hyperbolic volume, in addition to a variety of other hyperbolic invariants.
More generally, Thurston showed that a link in a compact 3-manifold is hyperbolic if and only if its complement contains no essential disks, spheres, tori or annuli, where a surface is essential if it is incompressible and not parallel into the boundary.
In this paper, we extend the notion of hyperbolicity to the category of virtual links, introduced by Kauffman in 1999 (see [16] ) as a generalization of classical knot theory.
A virtual link L is an equivalence class of link diagrams, where in the diagrams, in addition to the traditional classical crossings, we allow a new type of crossing called a virtual crossing, denoted by circling the crossing. A traditional diagram with no virtual crossings is called a classical diagram. Classical diagrams are considered a subset of the broader category of virtual diagrams. Just as we have a set of Reidemeister moves that describes an equivalence on classical diagrams, there is a set of virtual Reidemeister moves that describes an equivalence on virtual diagrams.
There is an equivalence between virtual links and links embedded in thickened surfaces, the projections of which will be link diagrams on a surface. Definition 1.1. A surface-link pair, (S, L ) is an equivalence class of classical link diagrams on an orientable surface S, considered up to classical Reidemeister moves on the surface. As in the classical case, these are in natural bijection with isotopy classes of tame embeddings of disjoint unions of circles into S × I.
We will pass between a surface-link pair (S, L ) and the corresponding thickened surface and link (S × I, L ) as needed, using L to represent both the projection to S and the link in S × I. Definition 1.2. A ribbon surface R(P ) of a virtual link projection P of a link L is a surface-link pair constructed by the following algorithm. At each classical crossing of P , insert a disk, and connect the disks with flat untwisted band neighborhoods of the strands connecting the crossings of P , allowing an arbitrary choice of one of the two band neighborhoods to pass under the other at each virtual crossing of two strands. Once the ribbon surface is obtained, we cap off each boundary component with a disk. We say that the surface-link pair obtained in this manner represents the original virtual link L. In 2002, Carter, Kamada and Saito [9] showed that the theory of virtual knots and links is equivalent to the theory of classical knots and links living in thickened closed, orientable, compact surfaces S × I, allowing for stabilizations and destabilizations. A stabilization is the addition of a handle to S avoiding L, and a destabilization corresponds to cutting a surface-link pair (S, L) along a simple closed curve C on S disjoint from L, and capping off the resulting boundaries with a disk. If a destabilization along C reduces the genus of S, C is called a cancellation curve.
In [17] , a fundamental theorem for the theory was proved. Theorem 1.1 (Kuperberg, 2002) . Every stable equivalence class of links in thickened surfaces has a unique irreducible representative.
From this theorem, we know that we may assign to each virtual link L a canonical surface-link pair (S g , L ). Note that by Theorem 1.1 we may define g to be the genus, or minimal genus, of the link L. It follows that g is an invariant of virtual links. A surface-link pair (S g , L ) is called minimal genus if g is the minimal genus of L. By Theorem 1.1 the minimal genus surface-link pair of L is unique.
It is natural to ask whether certain virtual links are hyperbolic when they are realized as a link in a thickened surface. Indeed, we may apply Thurston's hyperbolicity criterion for 3-manifolds to a minimal genus surfacelink pair in order to obtain some notion of hyperbolicity. However, some additional criteria must be met by a virtual link in order to ensure the hyperbolic volume is well-defined, which is called tg-hyperbolicity. Definition 1.3. A compact orientable 3-manifold M is tg-hyperbolic if, after capping off all sphere boundaries with balls, and discarding all torus boundaries, the resulting manifold M has a finite volume hyperbolic metric such that all remaining boundary components are totally geodesic. We also say M is a tg-hyperbolic manifold.
We do not distinguish between the manifold obtained by removing a closed neighborhood of a link and the manifold obtained by just removing the link, since they are homeomorphic.
A virtual link L is said to be tg-hyperbolic if there exists a tg-hyperbolic surface-link pair (S, L ) representing L. We will prove that such a pair must be the minimal genus representative and hence it is unique. We write vol(L) for the tg-hyperbolic volume of S × I \ L .
Let N (L ) be an open neighborhood of the embedding of L in S × I. By work of [20] , the existence of such a hyperbolic metric is equivalent to the fact that the manifold (S × I) \ N (L ) possesses no properly embedded essential spheres, annuli, or tori. (Note that essential disks need not be considered since ∂(S × I) is always incompressible in S × I and if there were an essential disk with boundary in ∂N (L ), then there would also be an essential sphere.)
The additional criterion of having a totally geodesic boundary when g ≥ 2 is to ensure that the link complement (S g × I) \ L has a unique finite volume. This condition is equivalent to having a hyperbolic metric on the manifold obtained by doubling across the boundary of (S × I) \ L by Mostow-Prasad Rigidity. Theorem 1.2. If surface-link pair (S, L ) representing virtual link L is tg-hyperbolic, then it is the unique minimal genus representative of L.
Proof. If (S, L ) is tg-hyperbolic, then it contains no essential spheres, disks, tori or annuli by work of Thurston [20] . But as pointed out by Kuperberg ([17] ), the criteria for being minimal genus is the nonexistence of any essential spheres, disks or annuli with both boundaries in ∂S × I. So (S, L ) is the unique minimal genus representative.
In Section 2, we consider virtual alternating links. Definition 1.5. A virtual alternating link diagram is a virtual link diagram in the plane such that the classical crossings alternate between over and under crossings as we travel around the diagram, ignoring virtual crossings.
A theorem from [2] shows that a fully alternating link in a thickened surface,which is to say one that possesses an alternating projection such that all complementary faces are disks, must have a tg-hyperbolic complement.
(See also related work in the genus one case in [10] and in the arbitrary genus case in [15] .) We use this to prove that a prime nontrivial virtual alternating link that is not a classical 2-braid is tg-hyperbolic. Further, we explain how one determines primeness. As an example, we use the results from this section to prove tg-hyperbolicity for a particular class of fully alternating hyperbolic links, the virtual n-polygonal links.
In Section 3, we consider certain classes of non-alternating virtual links. We prove that a virtual link obtained from a reduced prime connected alternating diagram by converting one crossing to virtual is tg-hyperbolic. Further, we consider a generalization of the Kishino knot. The Kishino knot has been of particular interest in virtual knot theory as an example of a nontrivial knot that is the connect sum of two trivial virtual knots. There are various proofs of its nontriviality. For instance, in [12] , it is proved that its virtual genus is 2 and it is therefore nontrivial. Here, we generalize the Kishino construction to provide additional examples of non-alternating virtual links that are tg-hyperbolic. In order to prove this, we introduce an operation that appends a half-Kishino knot to any minimal genus generating projection of a tg-hyperbolic link, and results in a tg-hyperbolic link with genus one greater. We also use this to obtain tg-hyperbolic virtual links with the minimum possible number of crossings per genus.
In Section 4, we determine some bounds for volumes of links embedded in thickened surfaces of various genera. In Section 5, we list some conjectures on volumes of virtual links, and include what is known to support these conjectures. Section 6 presents a table of hyperbolic volumes of virtual knots of up to four classical crossings, obtained using the computer program SnapPy ( [11] ), which was critical to these investigations.There are several interesting phenomena. First, of the 116 nontrivial virtual knots of four or fewer classical crossings, all but the classical trefoil knot are tg-hyperbolic. Second, there are examples of subsets of two to four of the knots that all have the same volume. It would be interesting to understand why this is the case.
In a separate paper (c.f. [4] ), we consider the Turaev surface construction for knots and links. In the case of classical alternating and virtual alternating link projections, this is the same construction as the ribbon surfaces described above. But for other link projections, the Turaev surface construction yields a surface-link pair that is always fully alternating and therefore, if prime, is tg-hyperbolic. This allows the extension of hyperbolic invariants to all classical and virtual link complements.
Hyperbolicity of Virtual Alternating Links
Definition 2.1. Let (S, L ) be a surface-link pair. We say (S, L ) is fully alternating if L is alternating and its complementary regions on S are all open disks. Definition 2.2. Let (S, L ) be a surface-link pair. We say L is prime if there does not exist a ball B in S × I such that ∂B intersects L transversely at two points and such that B ∩ L is not an unknotted arc of L .
In [2] , two relevant theorems were proved. When there are no such disks, we say (S, L ) is obviously prime. Hence, the theorem says that a reduced fully alternating link in a thickened surface is prime if and only if it is obviously prime.
Theorem 2.2. [2]
A prime fully alternating link in an orientable surface of genus at least one is tg-hyperbolic.
From this, we can obtain the following theorem. Theorem 2.3. A nontrivial virtual alternating link L that is not a classical 2-braid and that has a prime representation as a surface-link pair coming from a virtual alternating projection is tg-hyperbolic.
Proof. In [18] , Menasco proved that for a classical link, a nontrivial prime alternating link in S 3 that is not a 2-braid link is hyperbolic. A reduced alternating projection of such a link yields a surface-link pair of genus 0. Thus, in this case, the result holds. For a non-classical virtual alternating link L, the surface-link pair (S, L ) representing a virtual alternating projection of L must be fully alternating with genus at least one. By Theorem 2.2, it is tg-hyperbolic.
In order for Theorem 2.3 to be useful, we need to know how to determine whether a given virtual alternating link is prime. Let L be such a link and let (S, L ) be the surface-link pair representing a virtual alternating projection P . Suppose that L is composite. Then by Theorem 2. But then we can isotope the link L on S so that the disk appears on the top side of the surface and there are no strands of the knot directly beneath the disk. In other words, if we project vertically down, we obtain a projection of the original virtual link such that there is a disk in the plane containing the projection of the 1-tangle, and there are no virtual or classical crossings of this 1-tangle with the rest of the projection. Hence this projection has a reduced alternating 1-tangle that makes it apparent that (S, L ) will not be prime.
Be that as it may, finding such a projection may be difficult and proving no such exists even more difficult. Hence, we turn to Gauss codes.
Gauss codes were the original motivation for investigation into virtual knot diagrams. See [16] , for instance. A Gauss code is a sequence of integers from the set {1, . . . , n}, each integer corresponding to one of the n crossings, and each appearing twice, each followed by one of the letters O and U (for "over" and "under"). The integers appear in the order one encounters crossings as one travels around the projection, and the letter following each number corresponds to whether one is passing through the crossing on an overpass or an underpass. We will always consider Gauss codes cyclically, so there is no particular starting point. Definition 2.3. A Gauss code is reduced if the two appearances of a given integer are never adjacent.
Note that when a Gauss code is not reduced, one can always use generalized Reidemeister moves on the corresponding projection to reduce it, which just eliminates the given integer. Definition 2.4. A subcode of a Gauss code is a sequential proper subword that includes both appearances of each integer for all of the integers appearing within it. A classical subcode is a subcode that can be realized with no virtual crossings. Theorem 2.4. A virtual alternating knot K is prime if and only if the Gauss code corresponding to any reduced alternating virtual projection contains no classical alternating subcodes.
Proof. It is useful to note that the Gauss code obtained for a virtual link projection P of a virtual link L is the same as the Gauss code obtained for the link L on the surface S coming from the surface-link pair (S, L ) representing P . Hence, the 1-tangle T appearing in the disk D on S generates a subword of the Gauss code that is classical. Thus, the same is true for the identical Gauss code of the projection P .
Let P be any reduced virtual alternating projection of a virtual alternating link L. Let (S, L ) be the surface-link pair that represents it. Then L is fully alternating as a link in S × I.
The Gauss code of P contains a classical alternating subcode if and only if the Gauss code of L on S contains such a code. This occurs if and only if L is obviously composite on S, and therefore if and only if S × I \ L is composite.
It only remains to prove that if one reduced virtual alternating projection P of L does not contain a classical alternating subcode, then the same is true for any other. In [2] (see Lemmas 8 and 9), it was proved that such a surface-link pair can have no cancellation curves. Hence, S × I \ L must be an irreducible representative of L. By Theorem 1.1, it must be the unique such. Hence, if it is prime, so must be all other surface-link pairs representing reduced virtual alternating projections of L . By Theorem 2.1, it then follows that if one reduced virtual alternating projection P of L does not contain a classical alternating subcode, then the same is true for any other.
We note that if we have a virtually alternating link of more than one component, with a connected projection, then we are looking for a subcode of the Gauss code of one component, together possibly with the complete Gauss codes of additional components such that every integer appearing in this set appears twice and together they generate an alternating classical 1-tangle.
The n-Polygonal Links. The rest of this section is devoted to an extended example that demonstrates the utility of the various theorems in this section.
We define a n-polygonal virtual link P n to be an alternating virtual link with n virtual crossings to the inside and n classical crossings to the outside as in Figure 3 . Note that if n is divisible by 3, P n is a 3-component link and otherwise it is a knot. Theorem 2.5. For n ≥ 3, all n-polygonal virtual links are tg-hyperbolic and their minimal genus is g(P n ) = n 2 − 1. Proof. Let L be the n-polygonal virtual link in the standard projection. We construct the ribbon surface corresponding to it. The genus of this surface is g = n−b+2 2
where n is the number of crossings and b is the number of boundaries.
In Figure 3 , we see the four boundary components for the ribbon surface of the 6-polygonal link. In general, there will always be one outermost component as in blue, one intermediate component as in red, and, as also appears here in blue, two innermost components for n even and one innermost component for n odd.Then
Since K is virtually alternating, the surface-link pair representing it is fully alternating. As mentioned previously, this implies by [2] that this is a minimal genus representative.
To see that the complement is tg-hyperbolic, by Theorem 2.2, it suffices to prove that the polygonal links are prime. By Theorem 2.4, we know this to be the case if and only if the corresponding Gauss code contains Note that if there is a subcode, its complement is also a subcode.
In the case of a knot, so n is not divisible by 3, the Gauss code of such a link can be obtained in the following manner. Write the integers 1, . . . , n, 1 . . . n, 1, . . . , n. Then cross off every third integer. By the time we are done, we will have crossed out one copy of each integer, leaving the two copies necessary for this to be a valid Gauss code. We will not add in the letters O and U since they play no role here.
The Gauss code naturally falls into three thirds, corresponding to each copy of the original 1, . . . , n. Call these X 1 , X 2 , and X 3 . Each integer will appear twice, once each in two of the three thirds. For integer a, it appears in a different pair of thirds than either a + 1 or a + 2. The exact pair of thirds it falls into is determined by whether n ≡ 1( mod 3) or n ≡ 2( mod 3).
Without loss of generality, suppose the integer 1 is in a subcode. Then there are two options. All entries between the two copies of 1 must be in the subcode or all entries outside the two copies of 1 are in the subcode. In particular either two of the thirds are in the subcode or one of the thirds is in the subcode. If two of the thirds are in the subcode, then every integer appears in the subcode, in which case the subcode contains all of the code, a contradiction. If one of the thirds is in the subcode, then 2 or 3 must be in the subcode, and they each fall into different pairs of thirds than 1. So the subcode again must contain at least two of the thirds, which means it must be the entire code, a contradiction.
When n is divisible by 3, so L is a 3-component link, the Gauss codes of the three components are each obtained from 1, . . . , n by crossing off every third entry, starting either with the first, second or third entry. Call these three codes thirds for convenience. Then a subcode must be a word in one of the three codes together with either both remaining thirds or one additional third or no additional thirds. Note that the complementary set must also be a subcode. Since as before, if a subcode contains two thirds, it must be all three codes, and therefore not a subcode at all, the only possibility is that the subcode contains one component's full code and a subword of another. The same then holds for the complementary code. But then consider the one component's full code in the subcode. It contains integers a and a + 1, which have their second copies occurring in different remaining thirds. So the subcode would have to contain entries from all three thirds, a contradiction.
Hyperbolicity of Certain Non-Alternating Virtual Links
In this section, we give proofs that certain non-alternating families of virtual knots are tg-hyperbolic, including the family of knots obtained by taking a reduced prime alternating projection and converting one crossing to virtual and the family of so-called generalized n-Kishino knots. In the process, we introduce a certain "composition" of a half-Kishino knot with any tg-hyperbolic knot that always results in another tg-hyperbolic knot with genus increased by 1.
3.1. The 1-virtual alternating links. Definition 3.1. Let P be any reduced connected alternating classical projection such that there does not exist a circle in the projection plane intersecting the projection twice with crossings to both sides. A 1-virtual alternating link is a link with projection obtained by converting any single crossing of P into a virtual crossing.
Note that such an L is not a virtual alternating link.
Proof. The surface S of the surface link pair (S, L ) corresponding to the given projection is a torus. The link L sits on the torus as in Figure 4 , where T is an alternating tangle. Then S × I \ L can be realized as a link complement in the 3-sphere by adding a Hopf link appropriately to the link L . Figure 5 . A 1-virtual prime alternating link is tg-hyperbolic.
Projecting L to the plane yields the alternating projection in Figure 5 (a). Adding a single trivial component as in Figure 5 (b) results in a so-called augmented alternating link and preserves hyperbolicity by Theorem 4.1 of [1] . Replacing that component by two components as in Figure 5 (c) also preserves hyperbolicity (which is equivalent to tg-hyperbolicity when S is a torus) by the Chain Lemma of [5] .
Note that this also implies that 1-virtual alternating links are nontrivial and non-classical, and that they are all genus 1, since tg-hyperbolicty of the torus-link pair implies the genus cannot be less than 1. (See also [12] for when 1-virtual links must be non-classical.)
3.2. The generalized n-Kishino knots. We now consider a second family of non-alternating virtual knots called the generalized n-Kishino knots. These are virtual knots that appear as in Figure 6 . There are n virtual crossings and 2n classical crossings, each classical crossing of which can go either way. But note that for any choice of crossings, none of these knots can be made virtually alternating. Thus, the previous theorems do not apply. Note that the generalized 2-Kishino knot with a particular choice of crossings is the original Kishino knot. Figure 6 . A diagram of a generalized n-Kishino knot with a particular choice of classical crossings.
Theorem 3.2. Every generalized n-Kishino knot K n is tg-hyperbolic with genus n.
To prove this, we first prove a general fact that will also be useful in other contexts. We then prove that the genus two generalized Kishino knot is tg-hyperbolic. And then we prove that for any tg-hyperbolic link, appending a half-Kishno knot preserves tg-hyperbolicity and increases genus by one. Proof. We first note that K is prime, since if not, we could create a swallow-follow torus that would contradict the non-existence of essential tori.
We also note that because (S, K) is minimal genus, S × I \ K cannot admit any essential annuli with both boundary components on ∂(S × I), one on S × {0} and one on S × {1} as such an annulus would allow us to reduce genus. Such an annulus is called a vertical annulus and the curve on S corresponding to it is what we previously called a cancellation curve.
We also note that there can be no essential spheres. If such a sphere existed, then in S × I, it would have to bound a ball. So for the sphere to be essential, the knot would have to be to the ball side, meaning that there were numerous cancellation curves and the surface-link pair could not be minimal genus.
Now we show that S × I \ K cannot admit an essential annulus A with both boundary components on the same (without loss of generality S × {0}) boundary of S × I. Note that both boundary components of such an annulus are isotopic in S × I and hence are parallel on S. Then, A separates S × I into two components C 1 and C 2 , so that C 1 is homeomorphic to S × I, and C 2 is homeomorphic to a solid torus, such that ∂A appears as two (p, 1)-curves on C 2 for some p ∈ N. Because A is essential, K must be completely contained in C 2 . Thus, we can find a projection of K that stays in a neighborhood of one of the boundaries of A. Then (S, K) admits a cancellation curve, contradicting the genus-minimality of (S, K).
Thus, we can restrict ourselves to the case where a candidate essential annulus A in (S × I) \ (N (K))
o has: (1) boundary strictly on ∂N (K) or (2) boundary on both ∂S × I and ∂N (K).
In the first case, by the same argument as in Lemma 10 of [2] , we conclude that g(S) = 1, a contradiction.
Case (2) is eliminated by applying the argument from Lemma 11 of [2] to again show the genus is 1, a contradiction.
Thus, (S × I) \ K does not admit any essential spheres/tori/annuli, so Thurston's Hyperbolization Theorem gives the result.
Next, we prove the genus two case.
Lemma 3.4. The genus two generalized Kishino knot K is tg-hyperbolic.
Proof. That there exists no cancellation curve for the standard Kishino knot is proved in [12] , using the surface bracket polynomial. That same proof easily also proves that the same is true when the four crossings are switched to the other possibilities since the set of states is unchanged, and changes to the coefficients still allow for the proof to go through.
Consider the minimal genus representation, as in Figure 7 , given by (S, K ). Let S × I be the thickened genus two surface, with S × {0} being the inner boundary. Let M denote (S × I) \ N • (K ). Consider the twice-punctured annuli Q 1 and Q 2 of such that ∂Q i ∩ (S × {0}) and ∂Q i ∩ (S × {1}) are meridians of the i-th handle of S × {0} and S × {1} respectively. Let
) be the resulting handlebody. Let Q i and Q i be the two copies of Q i that result on ∂W . In Figure 8 , we depict W (although the neighborhoods of N (K ) have not be removed in this picture.). 
We prove that there are no essential tori in M . Suppose that T were such an essential torus, and let
First, consider the case that T * ∩Q = ∅. Then T * = T must separate W into two components W \T * = T 1 ∪T 2 , where ∂W ⊂ T 1 . Since ∂W is connected, T 2 is either a solid torus or a nontrivial knot exterior, and solid torus is not a possibility by the incompressibilty of T . Further, since T * is incompressible, π 1 (T 2 ) injects into π 1 (W ). Since W is a handlebody, π 1 (W ) is free, as are all its subgroups. However, π 1 (T 2 ) is not free, creating a contradiction. Therefore, T * ∩ Q is nonempty.
Take T such that T * ∩ Q has a minimal number of intersection curves. Without loss of generality, take
If γ is trivial on Q i , then we can isotope the disk D it bounds on T * to Q i , contradicting the minimality of the number of intersections of T with Q. If γ is nontrivial on Q i , γ wraps around one, two or three handles of W , each one time. Such a simple closed curve is not a trivial element in the free group π 1 (W ), since it is the product of one, two or three generators, but it bounds the disk D ⊂ W , a contradiction.
If γ is a nontrivial curve on T , then all components of T * ∩ Q are parallel curves in T and all must be nontrivial on Q i and
, and n 1 and n 2 be the boundaries of
All components of T * are annuli that separate W into two pieces. Suppose there is such an annulus A with both boundary-components on the same Q i . Then we argue that the pair of boundary-components must also bound an annulus A on Q i . Otherwise, since ∂N (K ) ∩ W is a set of four annuli, each of which avoids A and each of which begins and ends on a different copy of Q i or Q i , A would have to intersect ∂N (K ) or A would have to intersect the inner boundary S × {0} ∩ ∂W , which it cannot.
Thus, A ∪ A is a torus T which is unknotted and has longitude γ on Q i . In particular, it bounds an unknotted solid torus, through which A can be isotoped to A and then a bit further to eliminate two intersection curves, contradicting the choice of T as a torus with a minimal number of intersection curves.
Thus, the two boundaries of A must occur on distinct Q i and/or Q i . However, since the inner boundary S × {0} ∩ ∂W intersects all Q i and Q i , it must be the case that γ does not separate ∂ 0 Q i from ∂ 1 Q i . Therefore, the only possibilities left are that γ encircles one or both of n 1 and n 2 . It cannot encircle both, as the annuli in ∂N (K n ) that begin at them end at different copies of the components of Q. If γ encircles one, then the annulus A in ∂N (K n ) that begins at it must end at another component of Q, for convenience say Q j . Then to avoid intersecting that strand of K n inside A , A must also end on Q j , encircling the other boundary of A . Then A must be parallel to A . Thus, the only possible components in T * are annuli, each of which is parallel to an annulus in ∂N (K n ).These glue together to form a T that is boundary-parallel, a contradiction.
By Lemma 3.3, K is then tg-hyperbolic.
As an aside, the technique applied above to demonstrate the hyperbolicity of the generalized 2-Kishino knots can be used to show that a larger class of virtual knots are tg-hyperbolic. Let K denote a virtual knot, and let (S n , K) denote its minimal genus representation, with n = g(S) ≥ 2. Let M = S n × I \ N (K). Consider the collection Q 1 , . . . , Q n of twice-punctured annuli such that ∂Q i ∩ (S n × {0}) and ∂Q i ∩ (S n × {1}) are meridians of the i-th handle of S × {0} and S × {1} respectively. Let W be the closure of M \ (
As in Figure 8 , forming W by removing a regular neighborhood of each Q i leaves us with boundary annuli Q i , Q i .
Theorem 3.5. Let K be a virtual knot such that for its minimal genus representation, W is a handlebody, and any pair of strands of K intersecting some fixed
Techniques of [12] can be used to show that a given representation is minimal genus.
We now introduce an operation called appending a half-Kishino knot that one can perform on a virtual link projection to obtain a new virtual link. Given any virtual link projection P , we compose it with a projection as shown in Figure 9 . Note that the classical crossings labelled A and B can each be chosen either way. For the knot that is being used on the right side in the composition, two of the crossing choices yield the virtual trefoil and the other two yield the trivial knot. However, the composition must be at the point shown on the arc of the knot. We call this appending a half-Kishino knot, since the knot that we are appending is half of a generalized Kishino knot. Note that the arc on the projection P to which the half-Kishino knot is being appended can be anywhere in the projection, not just on an exterior strand, and we can append the half-Kishino or its reflection. But no new crossings can be created in the process. We see the impact on the corresponding surface-link pair in the figure. Figure 9 . Appending a half-Kishino to a virtual knot. Lemma 3.6. Given a tg-hyperbolic virtual knot K of genus at least 1, appending a half-Kishino knot to a projection that corresponds to a minimal genus representation of K yields a tg-hyperbolic knot J with g(J) = g(K) + 1.
Proof. Starting from a minimal genus representation (S, K ) for K, we can obtain a surface-link pair (S , J ) for J as appears in Figure 9 . Let R = S × I. The annulus E splits R into two submanifolds, X and Y where Y is the side containing the half-Kishino append.
We first prove that there are no disks D in R \ J such that D ∩ E = ∂D and ∂D is nontrivial in E \ (J ∩ E). Let γ = ∂D. Note that γ cannot separate the boundaries of E, as then those boundaries would be trivial in R. But R is a thickened surface and as such those curves are nontrivial.
If γ contains one puncture on E, we could form a once-punctured sphere in R, a contradiction. If γ contains both punctures,we could isotope D into E. If D is on the Y side of R, then in the process, we would push Y ∩ J into a neighborhood of E, contradicting the fact Y ∩ J is a (1, 2)-curve in the thickened torus that is Y . If D is on the X side of R, then in the process, we would push X ∩ J into a neighborhood of E, providing room for cancellation curves and contradicting the fact the original representation of K was minimal genus.
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We next show that S is minimal genus by showing there are no vertical annuli in R \ J (those with boundaries in S × {0} and S × {1}).
Suppose a vertical annulus A exists. We first show that it intersects the annulus E. If not, it must either be entirely in X or Y . It cannot be in X because (S, L ) is minimal genus. If it is in Y , we could double Y across E to obtain a genus two generalized Kishino knot which would still contain a vertical annulus, a contradiction to Lemma 3.4.
So A must intersect E. Assume it has been isotoped to minimize the number of intersection curves. Then, because of the fact we have eliminated disks with nontrivial boundaries in E, all intersection curves are arcs. If there exists such an arc with both endpoints on the same boundary component of E, then that arc must cut a disk D from A and a disk D from E. Then D = D ∪ D is a disk with trivial boundary in either S × {0} or S × {1}. Then we can either isotope away the intersection or if J intersects D , it must do so twice, and again we can isotope the knot to remove the two intersections with E, a contradiction.
Thus all intersection curves of A ∩ E must be arcs that begin and end on the two different boundary components of E. Choose any component D of A ∩ Y . Doubling Y across E yields a genus two generalized Kishino knot and D doubles to a vertical annulus, again contradicting Lemma 3.4. So there are no vertical annuli in R \ J .
We now show that R \ J is tg-hyperbolic. By Lemma 3.3, it is enough to show there are no essential tori. Suppose T is such an essential torus such that its number of intersection curves with E have been minimized. For the same reasons as argued above, it must intersect E and it can only intersect E \ (E ∩ J ) in nontrivial curves that are also nontrivial on T . Let F be an annulus component of A ∩ Y . Then again, doubling Y across E yields a tg-hyperbolic genus two generalized Kishino knot and F doubles to a torus T . The only way that T is not essential is if it is boundary-parallel. So the components of T ∩ Y are all boundary-parallel annuli parallel into ∂N (J ). Now let F be an annulus in T ∩ X. From what we just said, its boundary components must each bound a disk on E that has one puncture. If both boundary components of F circle the same puncture, then we can form a torus in X from F and the annulus A bounded by the two boundary components of F on E. This torus also lives in the surface-link pair (S, K ) which then means it must compress, and therefore we can isotope F to A and then a little farther to lower the number of intersection curves in T ∩E, a contradiction.
So each of the boundary components of F must circle one puncture on E. If they circle different punctures, we can extend F to be a torus in the tg-hyperbolic surface-link pair (S, K ). Because it is tg-hyperbolic, the torus must be boundary-parallel, forcing T to be boundary-parallel as well. Thus, there are no essential tori in R \ J and therefore it is tg-hyperbolic.
Note that all of the knots 4.1-4.8, 4.54-4.56, 4.74, 4.76, 4.77 are half-Kishino appends to projections of either the trivial knot (in which case the theorem does not apply) or the virtual trefoil 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 immediately imply that the generalized n-Kishino knots are tg-hyperbolic virtual links K n with c(K n ) = 2n and g(L n ) = n. Proof. Simply take any of the virtual triple crossing knots 3.1, 3.3 or 3.4, all of which are tg-hyperbolic with genus 2. Then append g − 2 Kishino appends. The resulting tg-hyperbolic knot has a projection with 2g − 1 crossings that yields a minimal genus representation of genus g. Hence, by Lemma 3.7, the crossing number must be exactly 2g − 1.
Let v oct ≈ 3.6638 be the volume of an ideal regular octahedron in hyperbolic 3-space.
Corollary 3.9. There exists a genus g virtual knot
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 4.1 in [3] , which states that the volume of a hyperbolic link L in S × I is bounded above by 2v oct c(L ).
We will use this last fact in the next section.
Minimal Genus and Hyperbolic Volume
By the Jørgensen-Thurston Theorem (see [7] (corollary E.7.1 and corollary E.7.5), the set of volumes of orientable hyperbolic 3-manifolds is well-ordered. Therefore, for every g > 0 there is a genus g virtual link
Definition 4.1. Define V min (g) to be the least volume of any genus g virtual tg-hyperbolic link.
Note that this is well-defined since we showed in Section 3 that there is a virtual hyperbolic link for all genera. The expectation is that these volumes increase with g. However, at this time, with the information we have, we can only prove the following. The proof of Theorem 4.1 makes use of the following fact, originally proved by Miyamoto, and stated in [21] in this form. Miyamoto further proves that the manifolds that realize the lower bound on volume are all compact. For our purposes, we immediately have:
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Corollary 3.9 implies that V min (g) ≤ (4g −2)v oct . However, Corollary 4.3 also implies that (2q − 2)v oct < V min (q) for all q ≥ 2. Therefore V min (g) < V min (q) for all q ≥ 2g.
It is possible to determine the minimal volume two-component virtual tg-hyperbolic link. In [21] , the following theorem is proved. By Corollary 4.3, we need only show it is the minimal volume virtual link of genus 1. Yoshida's lower bound on the volume of four-cusped manifold of 2v oct ≈ 7.3223 also holds for n-cusped manifolds for n ≥ 5, since otherwise, we could do high Dehn filling on all but four cusps to obtain a 4-cusped manifold of smaller volume than Yoshida's bound. Thus, we know that any n-component virtual link with n ≥ 2 has volume at least 2v oct .
So it is only necessary to show the virtual trefoil has the least volume among virtual knots of genus 1. It is conjectured that the minimally twisted chain link of three components 6 3 3 is the 3-cusped manifold of minimal volume. If true, this would imply the conjecture, since that link contains a sub-link that is a Hopf link, and hence the link complement is equivalent to a knot complement in T × I. That surface-link pair represents the virtual trefoil.
Conjecture 2. The function V min (g) is monotone increasing for g ≥ 0.
We know V min (0) < V min (1) < V min (2). This follows because V min (0) = 2v tet ≈ 2.0298, where v tet ≈ 1.01494 is the volume of an ideal regular hyperbolic tetrahedron. this is true because in [8] , 2v tet was proved to be the smallest volume of any cusped orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold and it is realized by the figure-eight knot complement and one other one-cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold.
Moreover, a link in T × (0, 1) is equivalent to a link of three or more components in S 3 . Since high surgery on all but two of the components yields a 2-cusped hyperbolic manifold of lower volume and since Agol proved in [6] that the least volume of a 2-cusped hyperbolic manifold is v oct ≈ 3.6638, V min (0) < v oct < V min (1).
We also know V min (1) ≤ 5.33349, coming from the volume of the virtual trefoil knot 2.1 (see table in the next section). But from Corollary 4.3, we know V min (2) > 2v oct , so we have V min (1) < V min (2).
We note that from the table in the next section, V min (2) ≤ 16.392265671. It is also true that V min (3) ≤ 25.166431466 by direct calculation of the hyperbolic structure on a genus 3 knot with 5 classical crossings.
Conjecture 3. For 3 ≤ n ≤ 10, the minimally twisted n-chain link yields the minimal volume of a nonclassical virtual link of n − 2 components.
In [6] , Agol conjectured that the minimal volume link of n components is the minimally twisted n-chain link for 3 ≤ n ≤ 10. Since each of these links contains a Hopf link, their complement corresponds to the complement of an (n − 2)-component link in T × (0, 1). Hence, each corresponds to an (n − 2)-component virtual link. Thus, assuming Agol's conjecture, when restricting to genus one, the result would hold. But we would further have to prove that for higher genus, the (n − 2)-component virtual links would have greater volume than this.
Note that for n ≥ 11, the n-component link of least known volume is the (n − 1)-fold cyclic cover over one component of the Whitehead link, with volume (n − 1)v oct . Since all of these links contain a Hopf sublink, if these links do turn out to be the minimal volume, this would imply that for these values of n, the least volume of an (n − 2)-component genus one virtual link is (n − 1)v oct . But again, to prove these are the least volume non-classical virtual links with n − 2 components, we would further have to prove that for higher genus, the (n − 2)-component links would have greater volume than this.
Table of Hyperbolic Volumes
This section presents a methodology for computing hyperbolic volumes of links in thickened surfaces, and ends with a table of volumes of virtual knots and links, using the methodology.
The S g × S 1 surgery link H g is the link depicted in Figure 11 . The link has 2g + 1 components, where g is the resulting genus. Note that the link H 1 is the Borromean rings. Figure 11 . The S g × S 1 surgery link H g .
The following lemma appears as an exercise in [19] .
Lemma 6.1. S g × S 1 can be obtained from (0, 1)-Dehn filling on all components of the S g × S 1 surgery link H g .
In order to compute the volume of a genus one link, we noted that the complement of the Hopf link in S 3 is T × (0, 1), where T is a torus. So the complement of a link in a thickened torus can be realized as the complement of a link of two more components in S 3 , adding in the two components corresponding to the Hopf link that generates the T × (0, 1). Such a link can be input into the hyperbolic structures program SnapPy ( [11] ) to compute the volume.
For genus g ≥ 2, we take advantage of Dehn surgery on the link pictured in Figure 11 . Doing (0, 1)-surgery on all of the components of such a link gives S g × S 1 .
For a given virtual tg-hyperbolic link of genus g ≥ 2 with t components, we can find a tg-hyperbolic representation (S, L ). Then we double the manifold S × I \ L across its two totally geodesic boundaries. This yields S × S 1 \ L where L is the link of 2t components that results by taking the union of a copy of L and a copy of its reflection in S × S 1 . The manifold S × S 1 \ L can be input into the hyperbolic structures program SnapPy ( [11] ) by placing L around the S g × S 1 surgery link H g appropriately, and then doing (0, 1)-Dehn filling on all of the components of H g . The volume of the original virtual link is then half the volume that results.
There follows a table of hyperbolic volumes of virtual knots through four classical crossings. Knots are labelled as in Jeremy Green's virtual knot table ( [13] ). The only nontrivial non-hyperbolic knot is the 3.6 knot, which is the classical trefoil.
